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The VanEck Future of Food ETF (YUMY) is an actively-managed ETF that seeks long-
term capital appreciation by investing in companies engaged in Agri-Food technology 
and innovation which encompasses industries and companies that are leading, enabling, 
supplying, disrupting, or benefiting from new environmentally sustainable agriculture and 
food products and services.

Science and technology are disrupting the food and agriculture industries. At its core, 
the future of food is about ESG and doing more with less. The strategy aims to invest in 
transformational companies inducing and participating in this disruption.

The expansive global agriculture and food industry is assessed and VanEck has identified 
three proprietary pillars of the Agri-Food technology and innovation opportunity set. 
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Population growth, environmental sustainability 
imperatives and evolving consumer preferences 
have created demand for Agri-Food innovations 
and alternatives with greater efficiency, resiliency 
and sustainability.

The agricultural and food sectors are in the early 
stages of what is likely to be a multi-decade 
transformation.

Active management provides the ability to target 
growth opportunities in this nascent market.

Why YUMY

Invest in the  
Future of Food

Three Pillars of the Agricultural Transition

Agricultural SustainabilityPrecision AgricultureFood Technology

 ▪ Alternative Protein

 ▪ Novel Ingredients and Flavors

 ▪ Animal Feed and Nutrition

 ▪ Sustainable Aquaculture

 ▪ Indoor/Vertical Farming

 ▪ Robotics and Automation

 ▪ Data Collection and Analysis

 ▪ Water & Irrigation

 ▪ Sustainable & Safe Fertilizers

 ▪ Sustainable and Safe Crop 
Chemicals

 ▪ Seed Genetics

 ▪ Sustainable Food Preservation 
and Packaging

https://www.vaneck.com/us/en/
https://www.vaneck.com/us/en/investments/future-of-food-etf-yumy/
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Van Eck Associates Corporation (the “Adviser”) will pay all expenses of the Fund, 
except for the fee payment under the investment management agreement, 
acquired fund fees and expenses, interest expense, offering costs, trading 
expenses, taxes and extraordinary expenses. Notwithstanding the foregoing, 
the Adviser has agreed to pay the offering costs until at least May 1, 2023.

The performance data quoted represents past performance. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Investment return and principal 
value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than their original cost. Performance 
may be lower or higher than performance data quoted. Please call 800.826.2333 or visit vaneck.com for performance current to the most recent 
month ended.

The “Net Asset Value” (NAV) of a Fund is determined at the close of each business day, and represents the dollar value of one share of the fund; it is calculated 
by taking the total assets of the fund, subtracting total liabilities, and dividing by the total number of shares outstanding. The NAV is not necessarily the same as 
the ETF ‘s intraday trading value. Investors should not expect to buy or sell shares at NAV.

The VanEck Future of Food ETF (YUMY) is an actively-managed ETF that seeks long-term capital appreciation by investing in companies 
engaged in Agri-Food technology and innovation which encompasses industries and companies that are leading, enabling, supplying, 
disrupting, or benefiting from new environmentally sustainable agriculture and food products and services.

Index returns are not Fund returns and do not reflect any management fees or brokerage expenses. Certain indices may take into account withholding taxes. 
Investors can not invest directly in the Index. Index returns assume that dividends have been reinvested.

MSCI ACWI Index: a global equity index designed to represent performance of the full opportunity set of large- and mid-cap stocks across 23 developed and 27 
emerging markets.

The Fund will be sensitive to, and its performance will depend to a greater extent on, the overall condition of companies operating in the food technology, precision 
agriculture, and agricultural sustainability markets. These companies may have limited product lines, markets, financial resources or personnel and may face intense 
competition or potentially rapid product obsolescence which may adversely affect the Fund.

An investment in the Fund may be subject to risks which include, among others, risk of investing in agri-food technology and innovation food companies, equity 
securities, investing in small- and medium-capitalization companies, basic materials, industrials and consumer staples sectors, investing in European issuers, 
foreign securities, foreign currency, management, market, operational, authorized participant concentration, new fund, absence of prior active market, trading 
issues, fund shares trading, premium/discount and liquidity of fund shares, non-diversified, initial public offerings, special purpose acquisition companies, and 
concentration risks, which may make these investments volatile in price or difficult to trade. Small- and medium capitalization companies may be subject to 
elevated risks.

ESG investing is qualitative and subjective by nature, and there is no guarantee that the factors utilized by VanEck or any judgment exercised by VanEck will 
reflect the opinions of any particular investor. Information regarding responsible practices is obtained through voluntary or third-party reporting, which may not 
be accurate or complete, and VanEck is dependent on such information to evaluate a company’s commitment to, or implementation of, responsible practices. 
Socially responsible norms differ by region. There is no assurance that the socially responsible investing strategy and techniques employed will be successful.

Investing involves substantial risk and high volatility, including possible loss of principal. An investor should consider the investment objective, 
risks, charges and expenses of the Fund carefully before investing. To obtain a prospectus and summary prospectus, which contains this and other 
information, call 800.826.2333 or visit vaneck.com. Please read the prospectus and summary prospectus carefully before investing.
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Fund Details

Fund Ticker YUMY

Commencement Date 11/30/2021

Gross Expense Ratio (%) 0.69

Net Expense Ratio (%) 0.69

Total Return (%) as of 3/31/2023 YUMY MSCI ACWI

YTD*
NAV 1.27

7.31
Share Price 1.14

1 Yr
NAV -19.27

-7.44
Share Price -19.31

3 Yr
NAV --

15.36
Share Price --

5 Yr
NAV --

--
Share Price --

10 Yr
NAV --

--
Share Price --

Since Inception

(11/30/2021)

NAV -18.68
-6.76

Share Price -18.66

*Return less than one year are not annualized.
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